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A matrix extra celular (ECM) do osso confere-lhe as suas únicas propriedades mecânicas 
e, portanto, torna-se importante mimetizar a composição e microestrutura nativa da ECM em 
engenharia de tecidos ósseos. O colagénio tipo-I é o principal componente da ECM e funciona 
como suporte para adesão celular e deposição de minerais, podendo a mineralização ocorrer nos 
espaços Intra e interfibrilares do colagénio. Existem algumas teorias que tentam explicar os 
mecanismos de formação de minerais no tecido ósseo. Contudo, nenhuma foi comprovada, 
fazendo com que, o mecanismo pelo qual a mineralização facilitada por colagénio ocorre, seja 
ainda desconhecido. Desta forma, estudar este mecanismo e desenvolver técnicas, em engenharia 
de tecidos, para que seja possível mimetizar a ECM do osso, torna-se essencial. 
Neste projeto, teorizámos que o alinhamento das fibrilas de colagénio em scaffolds iriam 
promover a sua mineralização. Deste modo, hidrogéis de colagénio fibrilar foram impressos 
recorrendo à técnica de impressão em suspensão, na qual foi utilizado um banho de suspensão à 
base de gelatina. Inicialmente, a otimização do processo de impressão foi efetuada. De seguida, 
as fibras mais estreitas (123 ± 25 µm) e largas (215 ± 66 µm) foram escolhidas para realizar a 
impressão das estruturas desejadas. Foi provado que o diâmetro das fibras influencia o 
alinhamento das fibrilas de colagénio nas estruturas e, consequentemente, a sua mineralização. 
As fibras de menor dimensão apresentaram sinais de mineralização após um dia de submersão na 
solução de mineralização, enquanto que, as fibras mais largas exibiram sinais de deposição de 
minerais apenas após três dias. Adicionalmente, a técnica de suspended electrowriting foi 
introduzida nesta dissertação, obtendo-se um diâmetro de jato de 40 µm dentro de um banho de 
óleo de ricínio, provando que esta é uma técnica promissora de fabrico aditivo, que nos permite 
atingir melhores resoluções na impressão 3D de hidrogéis. 
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Bone extracellular matrix (ECM) gives bone its unique mechanical properties, thus being 
important in bone tissue engineering to mimic its native composition and microstructure. The 
main component in bone ECM is Type-I collagen, which works as a scaffold for bone cell 
attachment and mineral deposition. There are two locations where mineralization takes place: the 
intrafibrillar and interfibrillar spaces of collagen fibrils. Several theories try to explain mineral 
formation in bone tissue. However, none of them was proven right, and so, the mechanism for 
mineralization facilitated by the collagen lattice is still unknown. This way, it is essential to study 
such a mechanism and develop bone tissue engineering approaches to mimic bone ECM. 
In this work, we hypothesized that collagen fibrils alignment would promote scaffolds 
mineralization. To prove it, we 3D printed fibrillar collagen hydrogels scaffolds using the 
suspension 3D printing technique, in which a gelatin slurry was used as a suspension bath. First, 
an optimization of the printing process was performed. Then scaffolds were printed, choosing the 
finest (123 ± 25 µm) and largest fiber diameter (215 ± 66 µm) obtained. Fiber diameter size was 
proven to affect the collagen fiber alignment inside the scaffolds and, consequently, affect mineral 
precipitation. The smallest fiber diameter scaffold showed signs of mineralization after one day 
inside a mineralization solution. In contrast, the largest fiber scaffold only presented 
mineralization signs after three days of submersion. Moreover, suspended electrowriting was 
introduced in this dissertation, obtaining a 40 µm jet diameter inside a castor oil bath, proving to 
be a promising additive manufacturing technology to achieve higher resolution constructs when 
3D printing hydrogels. 
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Bone is a complex and hierarchically organized connective tissue whose functions are: 
generate blood cells, store minerals, enable locomotion, and protect the body's vital organs [1]. It 
presents five different structural organization levels (Figure 1) that work together to perform 
several mechanical, biological, and chemical functions [2]. These levels are defined as: the 
macrostructure, consisting of cancellous (50–90 vol % porosity) and cortical bone (< 10 vol % 
porosity); the mesostructure that consists of osteons; the microstructure that includes the lamellae 
and the Haversian canal; the sub-microstructure containing fibrillar collagen and embedded 
mineral; and the nanostructure consisting of the molecular structure of constituent elements 
(mineral, collagen, and non-collagenous organic proteins) [3], [4]. The sub-micro and 
nanostructure elements are essential since they form the bone extracellular matrix (ECM), which 
plays a vital role in bone tissue mechanical performance. 
 
Figure 1-Five levels of hierarchical structural organization of bone. Adapted from [4]. 
1.2. Bone Extracellular Matrix and its Mineralization 
The bone extracellular matrix is a 3D structure secreted by cells into the extracellular space. 
Its composition and topology consist of organic components (22 wt %), inorganic crystalline 
mineral components (69 wt %), and water (9 wt %) [3]. The inorganic elements are represented 
by hydroxyapatite (HA) and calcium phosphates (CaP), which guarantee strength and toughness. 
On the other hand, the organic elements consist of collagenous (collagen type-I, III, and V) and 
non-collagenous proteins that ensure flexibility and mechanical support, acting as a scaffold for 
bone cells [3], [5].  
Bone cells play a vital role in bone tissue regeneration. They are responsible for the constant 
process (bone homeostasis) that involves the resorption of old bone, mediated by osteoclasts, and 
deposition of new one, mediated by osteoblasts [1], [3]. New bone deposition and mineralization 
occur in the continuation of the existing mineralized matrix on which osteoblasts deposit 
unmineralized collagen (osteoid). The unmineralized collagen matrix acts as a scaffold for bone 
mineral deposition, having two locations where this phenomenon happens (see Figure 2): the 
intrafibrillar gap spaces (where two serially arranged collagen triple helices molecules meet) and 
interfibrillar spaces between the collagen fibrils [6]. However, it is mostly accepted that 




Figure 2- a) Intrafibrillar mineralization occurs in the gaps between two successively collagen molecules. b) 
Interfibrillar mineralization occurs in the gaps between parallel collagen fibrils. 
It is mandatory to understand the process of mineral deposition on collagen to develop 
treatments for mineralization-related diseases and biomaterials for bone tissue engineering. 
Mineralized collagen structure is already understood. However, the mechanism behind how 
minerals precipitate with the spatial and hierarchical order in native tissues is still unknown [7]. 
There are a few theories that try to explain the mechanism where mineral deposition is 
facilitated. One theory defends that the amino acid chains exposed at the intrafibrillar gap space 
and at the interfibrillar space may regulate this process since minerals nucleate in the specific site 
where groups of positively and negatively charged amino acids are [7]. Another theory is that the 
gap regions of adjacent fibrils create channels that provide space and allow the mineral to form 
[8]. However, in vitro mineral nucleation in the collagen was observed both in the gap and overlap 
regions, suggesting that space's availability does not limit crystal growth [7]. In contrast, an 
additional theory supports that the dense packaging of collagen molecules and their hierarchical 
organization is the key to hydroxyapatite nucleation [6].  
Non-collagenous proteins (NCPs) can also be related to the bone mineralization 
mechanism. Here, researchers have been studying three major approaches: systems where 
synthetic polymers capable of mimicking the activity of the NCPs are used (e.g., Polyaspartic 
acid promotes intrafibrillar mineralization [9]); models where recombinant proteins are used 
directly to probe the function of specific NCPs; and experiments using demineralized tissue 
containing matrix-bound NCPs [7]. These studies suggest that soluble macromolecules are 
necessary to mimic the native collagen-mineral relation. Nevertheless, none of the theories above 
have been confirmed. So the collagen lattice's exact mechanism facilitating mineral deposition is 
still unknown [6].  
Despite bone ECM mineralization and regeneration mechanisms, bone intrinsic capacity 
for self-repair only covers minor bone defects restoration. Bone regeneration may be required in 
larger quantities, especially in clinical cases, or when bone repair mechanisms suffer 
dysregulation [10], leading to disorders that are the most frequent cause of severe long-term pain 
and physical incapacity, affecting millions worldwide [11]. Thus, it is vital to find a solution for 




1.3. Bone Tissue Engineering 
Bone tissue engineering (BTE) is a multidisciplinary field where engineering and life 
sciences fundamentals merge. It aims to get through the downsides of conventional therapies in 
bone transplantation, combining living cells with a natural/artificial scaffold to develop a 
functional three-dimensional structure, structurally and mechanically equivalent to the tissue that 
is being replaced [12]. This way, scaffolds play a significant role in BTE since they are 3D porous 
structures that can provide mechanical support, modulate cell behavior, and extracellular matrix 
deposition [13].  
Bone scaffolds should have: biocompatibility, so the scaffold is not rejected by the 
organism, and the absence of cytotoxicity is assured; osteoconductive and osteoinductive 
properties; mechanical properties similar to the ones of the closest host tissue; interconnected pore 
structure with high porosity, allowing nutrients to penetrate the scaffold in vitro and 
vascularization to occur in vivo; suitable degradation rate, corresponding the speed of new bone 
generation; enough resistance to procedures and transportation before surgery; sterile 
environment for cell seeding [14], [15].  
1.3.1. Biomaterials 
There are three groups of biomaterials that one may use to fabricate scaffolds for bone 
tissue engineering applications: ceramics (e.g., hydroxyapatite, bioglass, biocements), natural 
polymers (e.g., chitosan, gelatin, collagen), and synthetic polymers (e.g., PCL, PEG, PLLA) [1], 
[16]. However, the brittle nature of ceramic materials and the difficulty controlling their 
degradation rate may limit their use in bone tissue engineering [1]. Also, synthetic polymers 
exhibit biocompatibility issues, release chemicals, and induce host reactions that cause clinical 
complications [17]. On the other hand, natural polymeric scaffolds provide great cell attachment, 
growth, and biocompatible and biodegradable properties [3]. ECM-based hydrogels are an 
example of this group of materials, and thus, they have been studied in tissue engineering [13]. 
1.3.1.1. ECM-based Hydrogels in Bone tissue engineering 
ECM hydrogels are a promising group of materials in various fields (ophthalmology, 
burns/wounds healing, and drug delivery systems), including tissue engineering [18]. ECM-based 
hydrogels are based on natural polymeric materials, like gelatin, and collagen, possessing good 
biocompatibility properties with low cytotoxicity [19]. These materials are three-dimensional 
cross-linked hydrophilic polymeric chains that are biocompatible, flexible, soft, swell in an 
aqueous solution, and provide a suitable cell environment similar to the ECM [20]. Thus, enabling 
cell migration, adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation; and efficiently delivering nutrients and 
growth factors [20]. However, these biomaterials have poor mechanical properties and a fast 
degradation rate, limiting the range of applications and being necessary to change their structure 
and mechanics [18]. 
ECM hydrogels can be modified by altering the chemical (e.g., incorporating, in the 
polymeric chains, functional motives that can promote cell attachment), mechanical (e.g., alter 
the degree of cross-linking), and stimulus-responsive properties (e.g., load polymers with drugs 





1.3.1.2. Collagen Type-I Hydrogels Scaffolds 
Most collagen hydrogels are prepared using type I collagen since it is the main component 
of the extracellular matrix in the human body (approximately 90% of proteins in human 
connective tissues), and it is easily extracted from animal tissue without contamination by other 
collagens or NCPs [22]. Collagen provides structural integrity for tissues, high hydrophilicity, 
and high biodegradability with low inflammatory and cytotoxic responses [18], [19]. It has a 
significant impact on blood coagulation (promoting the aggregation of platelets) and mediating 
other ECM proteins' deposition [23]. Additionally, collagen can stimulate cell signalization 
processes involved in cell growth, proliferation, migration, and differentiation [18].  
Collagen-based scaffolds may be fabricated either using collagen or using its denatured 
form (gelatin). However, to denature collagen into gelatin, acidic or alkaline solutions are used, 
and usually, the process is not complete. Thus the product obtained is generally a gelatinized 
collagen protein hydrogel [24]. When fabricating collagen hydrogel scaffolds, it is essential to 
choose the best processing conditions to obtain the desired properties. Some of the most important 
parameters to be considered are the solution's gelation time and temperature, and pH value. This 
way, one may find pH-sensitive and temperature-sensitive collagen hydrogels [24]. 
Several fabrication techniques have been used to fabricate collagen hydrogel scaffolds, 
including electrospinning [25], freeze-drying [26], sol-gel synthesis [27], and addictive 
manufacturing techniques [28]. 
1.3.2. Additive Manufacturing 
Additive manufacturing (AM) principles have been applied for tissue engineering 
applications, including bone, cartilage, and skin regeneration [29]. 3D printing is the most known 
AM technique. It has tremendous capabilities, such as control internal architectures and porosity, 
precise deposition, cost-effectiveness, and tunable mechanical and structural properties [30]. 
3D printing of hydrogels through regular extrusion-based technologies is possible due to 
changing their composition by altering their concentration or adding additives that change their 
flow properties [31]. However, these materials present low-viscosity, and because of that, they 
tend to sag  [28]. They must also be gelled in situ during the fabrication process and supported to 
not collapse or deform under their weight, making it difficult to print them with high fidelity 
beyond a few layers in height [32]. This way, 3D printing of biological hydrogels, like collagen, 
still needs significant improvement.  
1.3.2.1. Suspension Printing 
Suspension printing is a promising 3D printing technique based on extrusion bioprinting 
with a pressure-assisted microsyringe. Herein, low viscosity inks are extruded inside a suspension 
bath with a shear thinning behavior, so the created construct does not sag [32]. Shear-thinning 
behavior is typical of some non-Newtonian fluids. They exhibit solid-like characteristics in the 
absence of applied stress and fluid-like behavior when a stress greater than the fluid’s yield stress 
is applied. This self-healing like capacity enables the suspension bath to behave like a liquid when 
the nozzle passes through a specific spot, allowing the ink to be extruded and behave as a solid 
once the needle leaves that particular site, as one can see in Figure 3-a  [33]. This transition 
between liquid and solid enables the extruded filament to be trapped inside the bath. The 
suspension bath used in this kind of technique, besides the shear-thinning behavior, must support 
the soft structures being printed, promote cross-linking, and be removed after printing, as Figure 
3-b shows [32]. 
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In suspension 3D printing, it is essential to use suitable printing parameters: the distance 
between the nozzle and the bottom of the container where the bath is being held; the nozzle speed,  
which if it is too low, the filaments will be over-deposited, and if it is too high, the filaments will 
be stretched or even broken; the pressure controlling the flow rate at which the ink is being 
extruded, if it is too high, the filaments will be over-deposited, and if it is too low, no filaments 
will be printed. 
This technique is being used in the last few years to print diverse biological structures, such 
as a model of a human femur, a model of a human right coronary arterial tree, a 3D brain model 
[32], a heart valve, and a model of a human heart [28]. 
 
Figure 3-Suspension 3D Printing Schematics and. a) Suspension printing set up with self-healing properties are 
shown. b) 3D construct removal from suspension bath. Retrieved from [33]. 
1.3.2.2. Electrohydrodynamic Printing 
Electrohydrodynamic printing (EHD) is an emerging AM technique that consists of a 
nozzle connected to a high voltage power supply and a grounded collector [34], creating an 
electric field between the nozzle and the collector. With the applied electric field, a Taylor cone 
is formed. Subsequently, a jet is stretched and accelerated towards the collector. This way, 
material flow is electrically driven, allowing fibers' fabrication with increased resolution 
compared to normal extrusion-based technologies [35][36]. However, EHD-printed scaffolds 
usually have a mean fiber diameter larger than several micrometers, which cannot mimic the sub-
micro scale architectures in native ECM [35], making it imperative to introduce new approaches 
to increase the printing resolution. 
In this thesis, we aim to print fibrillar collagen Type-I scaffolds using Suspension 3D 
printing to study the influence of collagen fibrils alignment in scaffolds mineralization under 10x 
PBS (mineralization solution), which has never been reported. Collagen cross-linking will take 
place through a rapid pH value change and temperature. We hypothesized that the thinner the 
printing filaments, the more aligned collagen fibrils would be, hence promoting either inter and 
intra-mineralization. We also introduced the suspended electrowriting technology, which has 
never been reported, using castor oil as the suspension bath, and assessing whether we could 



































2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Suspension bath Creation 
The suspension bath was a gelatin slurry created using porcine gelatin type-A supplied 
from Sigma-Aldrich and 11 mM CaCl2, following the same protocol described in [32]. 
2.2. Collagen ink Creation 
A 10 mg/mL collagen ink was produced using slightly modified fibrillar bovine type-I 
collagen (Figure 18), purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and following the protocol described in 
Appendix Section A. Note that all the procedures were performed in an ice bath since collagen 
is temperature sensitive. 
2.3. 3D Printing Setups 
All our experiments were conducted using a custom grade 3D-printer (Stepcraft 420) 
modified to include a pressure valve connected to a syringe with a 25 G needle (Figure 19) and 
following the protocol described in Appendix Section B. 
Figure 4 shows the two printing setups used: suspended printing and suspended 
electrowriting. Suspended printing (Figure 4-a)) was performed using a gelatin slurry as the 
suspension bath. Suspended electrowriting (Figure 4-b)) was conducted using self-made 
electrodes that could be fitted inside the Petri Dishes and commercial castor oil as a suspension 
bath. Two cables were used, one connected to the self-made electrode and the other connected to 
the nozzle. Both cables were also connected to a power supply. 
 
Figure 4- a) Suspended Printing.  b)Suspended Electrowriting Setup 
2.4. Characterization Techniques  
2.4.1. Effect of key parameters on extruded printed filaments 
To determine the minimum fiber diameter that we could obtain, samples with different 
printing speeds (5, 6, 7, 8, 9 mm/s) and flow rates (0.57, 0.64 µL/s) were imaged using an 
Olympus SZ61 stereoscope and measured with ImageJ. 
2.4.2. Spreading Ratio   
To determine the spreading ratio, square lattice constructs (1 cm x 1cm) were printed with ten 
layers and imaged using an Olympus SZ61 stereoscope. Fiber diameters were measured in 30 




2.4.3. Swelling Ratio 
To determine our collagen scaffolds' swelling, samples were imaged, and fibers were 
measured in the following time points: 0 days, 1 day, 4 days, and 7 days. Images were obtained 
using an Olympus SZ61 stereoscope, and fibers’ diameters were measured using ImageJ software. 
The scaffolds were kept under 10x PBS, this one being replaced every day. 
2.4.4. Collapsing Tests 
Collapsing tests were conducted using self-made 3D molds and pillars, as shown in 
Appendix Section C. We printed straight filaments, without any suspension bath, inside castor 
oil, and a gelatin slurry. Each group's images were taken at three time points (t= 0s, t= 2 s, and 
t=4 s). A blue colorant was used to print inside the gelatin bath to facilitate the visibility of the 
filament. 
2.4.5. Histology 
Histology was performed on the collagen scaffolds using picrosirius red staining and 
polarized light microscopy to assess the collagen fibrils orientation after printing. Here the 
collagen scaffolds were first fixed under formalin for 24h. After fixed, samples were inserted in 
a tissue processor where they were embedded in paraffin. Next, samples were cut in a microtome 
and transferred to glass slides. Finally, samples were stained with picrosirius red, using the 
protocol in Appendix Section D, and imaged under polarized light in an Olympus BX 51 
microscope.  
2.4.6. Alizarin Red Staining 
To assess our collagen's mineralization, samples were stained with alizarin red and imaged 
in the following time points: day 0, day 1, day 3, and day 7. Samples were fabricated for each 
time point analysis, giving a total of 8 samples. Here we washed our samples with demi-water at 
least 10 times before analysis. After being washed, the samples were stained with alizarin red for 
5 min. Finally, the samples were rewashed (10 times) to wash out all the excess stain and imaged.  
2.4.7. µCT 
µCT was performed with an applied voltage of 90 kV, a field of view (FOV) of 30 µm, and 
a scan period of 3 min in a Quantum GX2 machine. Before starting the analysis, the samples were 
washed with demi-water several times to take out all the PBS from their surface. 
2.4.8. Printing Accuracy  
Theoretical models were created using a self-made Octave function and were compared to the 
experimental images obtained after printing. The displacement between theoretical and 
experimental constructs was measured. 
2.5. Statistical Analysis 
Data statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism (San Diego, USA). The significant 
differences among the grouped data sets for printing optimization, swelling, spreading ratio, and 
suspended electrowriting were evaluated through Paired t-test. Type 1 error rate was set to 0.05, 
and the statistical significance was specified as *(p<0.05), **(p<0.01), ***(p<0.001) and 
****(p<0.0001). ns means the groups' difference was not significant. A table with all the p values 
can be found in the Appendix, section E. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
This dissertation’s main goal was to study the influence of collagen fibrils alignment in 
collagen scaffolds mineralization. This way, collagen ink concentration was kept at 10 mg/mL, 
and collagen scaffolds were printed using a 25G needle and two flow rates: 0.57 and 0.64 µL/s. 
First, collagen scaffolds were printed with different nozzle speeds to assess the best printing 
condition, obtaining the minimum fiber diameter. Scaffolds were then printed using the best and 
worst resolutions and kept inside x10 PBS (mineralization solution). They were submitted to 
various characterization techniques, such as alizarin red staining, µCT, and histology. In this 
section, one can find all the results obtained and their respective discussion. 
3.1. Extrusion printing of collagen in suspension baths 
Before printing, we decided to test the suspension capability of two different materials 
(gelatin slurry and castor oil). To perform the tests, we had to build 3D molds, like the one 
presented in Appendix Section C. In this test, a single filament was printed on top of the orange 
pillars displayed in Figure 5.  
Figure 5 shows that a filament can not be printed on top of the pillars without a suspension 
bath as it collapses instantly. In contrast, we were able to suspend a filament, as expected, when 
printing inside a gelatin slurry, considering Hinton et al. experiments using collagen and the same 
gelatin slurry bath [32]. Note that the ink extruded inside the gelatin bath was colored with a blue 
colorant to enhance the filament's visibility. The castor oil bath was also capable of supporting 
the extruded filament. However, we noticed the filament got sagged, meaning this bath does not 
present the rheological properties necessary for suspension 3D printing. We can also observe that 
4 s after printing, the filaments are still suspended, meaning they maintain their integrity. 
 
Figure 5- Collapsation tests performed without a suspension bath, inside a gelatin slurry bath, and inside castor oil. 
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3.2. Effect of key parameters on extruded printed filaments 
Hrynevich et al. 3D printed scaffolds using melt electrowriting technique, showing that the 
lower the flow rate and the faster the speed, the thinner the printed fiber will be, hence obtaining 
the best resolution. Conversely, the worst printing resolution would be obtained with a higher 
flow rate and a slower speed [29], as Figure 6 shows. This way, we hypothesized that the same 
relationship would be valid for suspension printing. 
 
Figure 6-Schematic of the influence of flow rate and printing speed in printing resolution. 
With that in mind, printing optimization was performed using two flow rates (FR0.57 and 
FR0.64 µL/s) and five different velocities (5, 6, 7, 8, 9 mm/s). For FR0.57, we only tested two 
speeds (5 and 6 mm/s) since the filaments broke for higher values, the same happening for FR0.64 
when values above 9 mm/s were used. Figure 7 shows the effect of the printing parameters on 
fiber diameter, being clear that by maintaining the flow rate and increasing the speed, the fiber 
diameter decreases, which is in accordance with the results demonstrated in [29]. 
























 Flow Rate = 0.57 µL/s     Flow Rate = 0.64 µL/s  




Table 1- Influence of Flow rate and speed on mean fiber diameter. Here, FR 0.57 corresponds to Flow rate = 0.57 
µL/s and FR 0.64 corresponds to Flow rate = 0.64 µL/s. 
 Fiber Diameter (µm) 
Speed (mm/s) 5 6 7 8 9 
FR 0.57 146 ± 38 123 ± 25 ---- ---- ---- 
FR 0.64 215 ± 66 181 ± 47 166 ± 40 138 ± 33 131 ± 33 
 
In Figure 7 and Table 1, it is possible to notice that the smallest fiber diameter, with a 
mean diameter of 123 ± 25 µm, corresponds to the printing condition with a lower flow rate 
(FR0.57) and a speed of 6 mm/s. With a mean diameter of 215 ± 66 µm, the largest fiber diameter 
was obtained with a higher flow rate (FR0.64) and slower speed (5 mm/s), thus confirming our 
hypothesis. It is also relevant to point out that the smallest fiber diameter value corresponds to 
half the fibers' size obtained by Lee et al. when printing collagen inside a similar gelatin slurry 
bath [28].  
One may also observe that the standard deviation bars are significant, which can be 
explained by the number of layers used to print the constructs. Here we used five layers to obtain 
the measured constructs, and in some positions, stackability might not be perfect, making it hard 
to distinguish single fibers. 
From Table 1, one can observe a 23 µm difference between the fiber diameters obtained at 
5 and 6 mm/s with a flowrate of FR0.57. Although this disparity seems minimal, it has a 
significance of * (pv=0.0105). On the other hand, the difference between fiber diameters obtained 
at 6 mm/s with a flowrate of FR0.57 and 8 and 9 mm/s with an FR0.64 flow rate does not represent 
any statistical significance. Moreover, one can notice that the difference between the largest and 
the smallest fiber diameter is approximately 92 µm, with a significance of **** (pv<0.0001). We 
believe that this difference strongly influences collagen fibrils alignment. This way, we chose the 
best and worst conditions to proceed with the characterization tests, comparing the collagen fibrils 
alignment and its influence on mineralization. The best and worst resolution printing conditions 
will be designated as BR and WR, respectively, and are represented in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8- Best (BR) and Worst (WR) resolution of the printed scaffold 
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3.3. Printing Accuracy of complex shaped designs 
In the previous sections, we were able to print square scaffolds with an inner square lattice. 
However, we wanted to test more complex designs using the suspension printing technique. This 
way, we decided to print re-entrant auxetic scaffolds since auxetics are seen as a promising group 
for tissue engineering. Auxetics are materials, or structures, that exhibit a unique deformation 
behavior. Materials that behave conventionally expand (contract) axially while contracting 
(expanding) in the transverse direction. Meaning that these materials present a positive Poisson’s 
ratio. On the other hand, auxetic materials, under tension (compression), tend to expand (contract) 
both axially and transversally due to their negative Poisson’s ratio [37]. 
Here, we chose the best resolution printing condition (BR) to print the desired constructs. 
To test the Suspension printing technique's printing accuracy, we developed an Octave function 
in which we upload a threshold image from the printed scaffold and then compare it with the 
theoretical model. The function returns the displacement between the printed and theoretic points 
and an image with the experimental, theoretical, and comparison points, as shown in Figure 9.  
 
Figure 9- Comparison between the printed scaffold and the theoretical model designed using a self-made function in 
Octave. a) Printed Scaffold. b) Theoretical Model. c) Comparison Model. 
 
The displacement of the points from Figure 9-c) was 93 µm with a standard deviation (SD) 
of ± 107 µm, as shown in Table 2. The displacement value is not significantly high since we are 
printing scaffolds with several millimeters. However, the high SD value shows that the suspension 
3D printing process of complex shaped designs still needs improvement.  
 
Table 2-Mean displacement between the printed scaffold and the theoretical model 
Dist x (µm) Dist y (µm) Displacement (µm) 






3.3.1. Spreading Ratio 
The spreading ratio (SPR) is defined as the ratio between the printed fiber diameter and the 
needle inner diameter [38], as indicated in Equation 1. An SPR value below 1.0 means the printed 
fiber was stretched during the printing process. Conversely, an SPR value above 1.0 indicates that 
the obtained fiber is swollen, while a value near 1.0 suggests an equivalent fiber diameter to the 




   Equation 1 
 
Figure 10-Relation between fiber diameter and needle inner diameter 
In this work, a 25G needle was used with an inner diameter of 0.26 mm. To quantify the 
SPR, fiber diameters from the scaffolds in Figure 8 were measured in 30 different locations.  
Table 3 presents the SPR for the BR and WR scaffolds printed, as we know, with different 
printing conditions. The worst resolution scaffold has an SPR of 0.83 with a standard deviation 
of 0.25. In contrast, the best resolution scaffold has an SPR of 0.47 with a standard deviation of 
0.10. Both SPR values are below 1.0, meaning fibers were stretched during the printing process 
with a significant difference of **** (pv<0.0001). These SPR values prove that WR scaffolds 
indeed have a worst resolution than the BR constructs, since lower SPR values are translated into 
higher precision scaffolds [38].  
 
Table 3-Spreading Ratio of BR and WR scaffolds. 
 Spreading Ratio 
BR 0.47 ± 0.10 
WR 0.83 ± 0.25 
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3.4. Stability and fibril alignment of collagen scaffolds  
3.4.1. Histology 
Collagen fibers in native bone have a diameter of approximately 10 µm [39], compacting 
collagen fibrils inside them. The collagen fibril alignment is essential in scaffolds. Thus, without 
mimicking the alignment found in native tissues, it is impossible to build a biomimetic structure 
[40].  
As it was said before, we printed fibrillar collagen scaffolds. This way, we hypothesized 
that the shear and extensional flows during printing and consequent compaction would promote 
the fibrils alignment; hence, the best resolution (BR) scaffolds, having a mean fiber diameter of 
123 µm, would present more aligned collagen fibrils than the worst resolution (WR) scaffold with 
a mean fiber diameter of 215 µm. This theory is supported by Nerger et al.'s work, where it was 
shown that collagen alignment increased with a fiber diameter size reduction [41]. 
Samples with the best and worst resolution were compared with a control group consisting 
of human trabecular bone. The samples were stained with picrosirius red staining and imaged 
using polarized light microscopy. Picrosirius red bonds to collagen molecules, making it possible 
to distinguish collagen segments from other components present in our samples under polarized 
light microscopy.  
In Figure 11, one can recognize three groups: control group, BR, and WR. In the control 
group, we can observe well-defined and arranged collagen fibers, which is in line with the analysis 
performed by F. Rauch et al. to bone under polarized light microscopy [42]. In this group, one 
may notice structures with considerable light intensity, which can be explained by the high 
collagen concentration present in the bone sample. In the BR and WR group, the light intensity is 
not very high, meaning there is a low concentration of collagen molecules in the samples. There 
is no preferential alignment of the WR group’s collagen fibrils, being arranged in various 
directions. There are also several yellow streaks that are not collagen, but defects from the 
histology process. In contrast, in the BR group, we can observe the collagen fibrils’ preferential 
alignment despite the low collagen concentration. In fact, in the 40x magnification, we can see 
well-defined and aligned fibrils, similar to those found in the control group. This fibril preferential 
alignment is in line with Nerger et al.'s research [41]. However, collagen alignment in scaffolds 




Figure 11- Polarized light microscope images with 4x, 20x, and 40x magnification. Control Group – Sample from a 
portion of bovine bone. BR – Best resolution sample with aligned collagen fibers. WR – Worst resolution, with no 
alignment found.  
 
3.4.2. Swelling Ratio 
Swelling ratio is an important parameter once it suggests the scaffolds’ behavior when in 
contact with blood and other body fluids [43]. This way, scaffold’s swelling was observed in four 
time points after printing (day 0, day 1, day 4, and day 7) in the BR and WR scaffolds, and fiber 
diameters were measured in ten different locations in each scaffold. One can notice, in Figure 
12-a) and Table 4, that the mean fiber diameter of both scaffolds increases with the passing of 
days. On day 0, the BR and WR scaffolds’ mean fiber diameter is 269 ± 37 and 317 ± 32 µm, 
respectively, with a significant difference of * (pv=0.0177). After 7 days, the mean fiber diameter 
of the BR and WR scaffolds increased to 381 ± 33 µm and 438 ± 29 µm, respectively, translating 
in an approximately 120 µm disparity between days 0 and 7. The values on day 0 are higher than 
those presented in the printing optimization section for the best and worst scaffold’s resolution. 
This difference is explained by the number of layers used to print the constructs and poor fiber’s 




Figure 12-a) Fiber diameter size and b) Swelling ratio after, 0,1,4, and 7 days of printing. 
By looking at Figure 12-b) and Table 4, we can see that both samples' swelling ratios 
appear to be quite similar with no significant (ns) differences (pv=0.4378) since both samples 
show approximately 42% swelling after 7 days. However, it was expected, the WR’s swelling 
ratio to be smaller than BR’s, as filaments are closer to each other, resulting in limited expansion. 
Moreover, we can conclude that even after 7 days under x10 PBS, scaffolds maintain most of 
their integrity.  
However, these results do not follow the swelling ratios of collagen scaffolds presented in 
the literature. For instance, Nocera, et al. 3D printed fibrillar collagen hydrogel scaffolds with a 
swelling ratio of 1437 % ± 146 % [44]. This discrepancy might be explained by the osmotic 
pressure between the scaffolds and the mineralization solution, which has a high salt 
concentration. Hence, both the scaffold and the surrounding solution are saturated. Consequently, 
the amount of water entering the scaffold is minimal, thus explaining the low swelling ratio value. 
  
Table 4-Fiber diameter values and swelling ratio after 0, 1, 4, and 7 days of printing 
 Fiber diameter (µm) Swelling Ratio (%) 
Days after printing BR WR BR WR 
0 269 ± 37 310 ± 31 0 0 
1 296 ± 30 341 ± 12 10 ± 21  10 ± 60 
4 348 ± 55 418 ± 46 29 ± 46 35 ± 49 









3.5. In Vitro Mineralization  
We believe that collagen fibrils alignment may promote mineral deposition in the inter and 
intrafibrillar spaces, thus promoting scaffolds’ mineralization. Note that scaffolds were printed 
inside a gelatin slurry with calcium chloride (CaCl2). For mineralization to occur, scaffolds were 
maintained in a mineralization solution (x10 PBS) after printing. 10x PBS was chosen as the 
mineralization solution since it has disodium phosphate (Na2HPO4) in its content, and so, 
phosphate ions, one of the predominant ions in the bone’s mineral phase. When in contact, PBS 
and CaCl2 react and may form dicalcium phosphate (CaHPO4) and sodium chloride (NaCl), as it 
is shown below. This way, the reaction product is a CaP that, as said in the introduction section, 
is one of the most abundant mineral phases in bone tissue [3].  
CaCl2 + Na2HPO4 ↔ NaCl + CaHPO4  
3.5.1. Alizarin Red Staining 
Alizarin Red Staining (ARS) is commonly used to identify calcium in tissue sections, and 
it is a destructive technique since the staining process is unreversible, meaning the sample can not 
be reused. Calcium forms a complex with ARS, and the product is a bright red stain. For this part 
of the work, we fabricated samples for each time point analysis.  
Figure 13 shows stained scaffolds imaged in three time points after printing (day 0, day 1, 
day 3). On day 0, one can notice the presence of calcium ions in both scaffolds, as they were 
printed inside a CaCl2 media. Nevertheless, we can observe a low color intensity on this day, 
meaning fewer calcium ions in the scaffolds.  
One day after printing (day 1), we can verify that the bright red stain’s intensity in the BR 
scaffold increases, indicating that more calcium ions were deposited. However, color intensity 
remained constant in the WR sample. In contrast, on day 3, we can observe an increase in the 
bright red stain's color intensity in both groups. One can also see that the red stain in the BR 
sample is more abundant than in the WR scaffold, meaning a discrepancy in the amount of 
calcium present in both samples. The amount of minerals present in the WR scaffold on day 3 
also suggests that mineral deposition increased between days 1 and 3. 
 
Figure 13-Stereoscope Alizarin Red Staining images taken in four time points after printing (day 0, day 1, and day 3) 





Figure 14- Stereoscope Alizarin Red Staining image taken after 7 days of printing, using x1 magnification. 
In Figure 14, we can see pictures taken 7 days after printing. We can observe a significant 
difference between the BR and WR groups. Here one can see that, after 7 days, the bright red 
stain covers the whole scaffold in the BR group, suggesting the scaffold is entirely covered with 
calcium. However, the WR scaffold shows large white spots, which means that is still space 
available for mineral precipitation. 
These results show that collagen fiber alignment might have a significant influence on 
scaffold’s mineralization. However, more tests should be conducted so our results can be proved. 
Moreover, we can neither infer the locations (intra and interfibrillar spaces) where minerals were 
deposited nor the mechanism by which mineralization occurs. Nevertheless, we believe that intra 
and interfibrillar mineral deposition occurs in the BR scaffold, as fibrils are more compacted and 
aligned. In contrast, the WR scaffold is expected to mostly present intrafibrillar mineralization 

















Despite the obtained results with alizarin red staining, we wanted to assess the scaffolds' 
mineral disposition. To evaluate it, we decided to perform a µCT analysis on both samples (BR 
and WR). The analysis was performed after the samples were submerged for 14 days under x10 
PBS (mineralization solution). Before the analysis, the samples were washed several times to take 
all the non-attached minerals out, and liquid media was taken out of the Petri dish.  
Figure 15-A and B show the printed scaffolds imaged on the stereoscope, and Figure 15- 
C and D presents the scaffolds imaged through µCT. By analyzing the micro-CT’s images, one 
can notice two different significant colors, white and grey. The grey color represents 
unmineralized spots, while the white color corresponds to minerals.  
Figure 15- C and D show well-defined scaffolds similar to those represented in Figure 15-
A and B. Regardless of the similarity, one can not identify the scaffolds’ pores, which can be 
explained by the lack of liquid media during the µCT analysis. Once the liquid was taken out, the 
construct’s surface adopted a spherical shape, closing the scaffold’s pores. Concerning the 
mineral disposition along the scaffolds, we can observe a considerable area occupied mostly with 
white spots, meaning both scaffolds are in an advanced mineralization state after 14 days 
submerged under x10 PBS. These results are in tune with the results obtained in the alizarin red 
staining section and Gao. C et al.’s results, where a collagen scaffold showed high levels of 
mineralization after 15 days [45]. 
 
Figure 15-Printed Scaffolds and µCT analysis. A- BR scaffold. B- WR scaffold. C- BR scaffold imaged through µCT 
analysis. D- WR scaffold imaged through µCT analysis. All images were taken after 14 days under x10 PBS 
(mineralization solution). Grey and white color represent unmineralized and mineralized spots, respectively.  
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3.6. Effect of electrical field on fiber diameter 
To increase resolution, reach smaller fiber diameters, and, consequently, promote fibril 
alignment, we introduce a new technique, called suspended electrowriting (SEW).  
Suspended Electrowriting is a technology based on Suspension Printing and 
Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) printing principles, and it has never been reported. This technology 
is seen as a promising technique for printing hydrogels with a high resolution, combining 
suspension baths with an electric field, as seen in Figure 4-b). 
The main challenge of suspended electrowriting is finding a suspension bath that combines 
both desired rheological and electrical properties. The bath needs to support the printed filament 
(shear-thinning behavior) and behave like an electric isolator. Despite not having the appropriate 
rheological properties, we chose the vegetable oil family, specifically castor oil, to proceed with 
our investigation. Castor oil is highly viscous (η=1.023 ± 0.02 Pa.s) compared to other vegetable 
oils, non-conductive with a dielectric constant of  ε=4.5 [46], cheap, and can be bought in a regular 
cosmetic store.  
Figure 16 shows a mathematical model that predicts the jet behavior when extruded inside 
the oil bath or in the air with and without the electric field's influence. As we can observe in both 
media, the jet decreases its diameter once the electric field is applied. This phenomenon is 
explained by the Taylor cone formation and subsequent stretching of the electrically driven jet, 
which are the basic principles of the electrowriting process [47]. With this model creation, we can 
prove theoretically that with suspended electrowriting, we can achieve better resolutions when it 
comes down to hydrogels' 3D print inside oil baths.  
 
Figure 16- Theoretical models, predicting jet diameter inside air and oil with and without an applied electric field. 
Model developed by Dr. Miguel Castilho (Assistant Professor at UMC Utrecht). 
Figure 17 shows the jet formation with and without an electric field in air and inside castor 
oil. One can notice that the jet is extruding a large volume of material both in air and castor oil, 
with jet diameters of 466 and 720 µm (Table 5), respectively, without the presence of an electric 
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field and the same flow rate. These jet diameters values are not in accordance with the theoretical 
model since the jet in castor oil is 250 µm bigger than the jet formed in the air with a significance 
of **** (pv<0.0001). The high hydrophobicity of castor oil, and the collagen-ink's high-water 
content may explain this jet diameter difference. Water tends to adopt a spherical shape inside a 
continuous oil media since that conformation provides the minimum surface tension. As we can 
see in Figure 17-a), the collagen-ink forms round edges both in air and in oil. However, in castor 
oil, the spherical shape is more evident. 
 In contrast, one may observe, in Figure 17-b), that with an applied electric field, jets 
formed both in air and inside castor oil decrease their diameter size. One may also notice that the 
jet formed inside the oil is smaller than the jet formed in air when an electric field is applied, with 
jet diameters of 40 and 152 µm (Table 5), respectively, following the theoretical prediction. This 
disparity between both diameters has a significance of *** (pv=0.0004), and it can be explained 
by the Taylor cone formation. Inside castor oil, we can see the Taylor cone creation and the 
subsequent jet acceleration. Note that the Taylor cone is of extreme importance as it enables the 
jet to be stretched and, consequently, reduces its diameter.   
 
Figure 17-Jet formation inside castor oil and without suspension bath. a) Jet formed without an applied electric 
field. b) Jet formed with the presence of an electric field. 
 
Table 5-Jet diameter variation with and without bath and electric field 
∅ 0,5 mm Needle Without Bath Castor Oil 
E=0 466 ± 18 720 ± 20 
E>0 152 ± 7 40 ± 5 
 
Although we could form a well-defined jet inside castor oil, we could print neither a 
filament nor a construct since the filaments sagged. Despite castor oil’s viscosity, it lacks the 
shear-thinning behavior, which is essential for the filaments to be trapped inside the bath. 
Moreover, we noticed that the jet acceleration forces (electric field and gravity) were significantly 
higher than the oil’s yield stress. So, collagen was always being deposited on top of the bottom 
electrode, thus creating a short-circuit. This way, more investigation concerning the suspension 



































4. Conclusion and Future Perspectives 
This project was developed in the Orthopaedics Department of University Medical Centre 
Utrecht (UMC). The main goal was to study the influence of collagen fibrils alignment in collagen 
scaffolds mineralization. Therefore, fibrillar collagen scaffolds were printed using suspension 3D 
printing with different fiber resolutions since we hypothesized that fiber diameter influences fibril 
alignment.  
First, extrusion printing of collagen in suspension baths was conducted to assess the 
suspension capability of castor oil and gelatin slurry. The filaments were suspended on both baths 
without collapsing, indicating that constructs do not need extra support to be printed. However, it 
was noticed that during printing inside castor oil, that the filament sagged, meaning the castor oil 
bath lacks the needed shear-thinning behavior, and suspension is only achieved due to the viscous 
behavior of the oil bath.  
After proving the gelatin slurry's suspension capability, we optimized the printing 
parameters by changing the flow rate at which the ink was extruded and the nozzle speed. A mean 
fiber diameter of 123 ± 25 µm was achieved, with a spreading ratio of 0.47 ± 0.10 for the best 
printing condition (BR), while a fiber diameter of 215 ± 66 µm with a spreading ratio of 0.83 ± 
0.25 for the worst printing condition (WR). The spreading ratio of both scaffolds indicates that 
printed fibers were indeed stretched during the printing process. One way of reducing the fiber 
stretching during printing is to use needles with smaller inner diameters. 
Accuracy of the printing method when printing complex shaped designs was also 
evaluated. For this purpose, we printed re-entrant auxetic constructs and compared them with a 
theoretical 3D model developed on Octave. The displacement between both models (theoretic and 
experimental) was 93 ± 107 µm, which is not significantly different when working at the 
macroscale. However, this result suggests the printing process needs improvements and that the 
printing resolution must be increased, allowing us to work with precision at the nano or microscale 
to better mimic the native bone ECM. 
Concerning the evaluation of stability and fiber alignment, histology with picrosirius red 
staining was performed under polarized light microscopy. Here, we were able to observe a 
preferential alignment in the BR samples and an unorganized fiber arrangement in the WR 
scaffold. These observations proved that the fiber diameter size influences the collagen fiber 
alignment. The scaffold’s swelling ratio was also calculated, obtaining a 42% ratio and concluding 
that the constructs remain stable after 7 days submerged in 10x PBS. 
For the mineralization tests, alizarin red staining of BR and WR scaffolds was done in four 
time points after printing: day 0, day 1, day 4, and day 7. BR scaffolds started to show mineral 
precipitation signs one day after being submerged in the mineralization solution. In contrast, the 
WR scaffolds only showed mineral deposition signs after three submersion days in 10x PBS. As 
a complementary test to ARS, µ-CT was performed to prove scaffolds mineralization and to show 
the mineral disposition along the scaffold. Scaffolds were analyzed after 14 days in the 
mineralization solution, both showing to be in an advanced state of mineralization, with minerals 
deposited along the constructs. These results seem to show that collagen fiber alignment has a 
significant influence on scaffold’s mineralization. However, more studies should be conducted to 
increase the statistical support and conclude if collagen alignment does really affects mineral 
precipitation. Moreover, we could not infer the locations (intra and interfibrillar spaces) where 




Despite the results obtained, scaffold’s resolution must be increased to mimic the native 
ECM’s microstructure. To increase the printing resolution, hence promoting more collagen fibril 
alignment and, consequently, mineralization, we started studying a never-reported printing 
technology called suspended electrowriting (SEW). We were able to create an electrically driven 
jet inside a castor oil bath with a diameter of 40 µm, which is considerably different from the jet 
diameter of 720 µm obtained in castor oil without an applied electric field.  
Future investigation in this matter should be focused on TEM analysis to assess where 
minerals were deposited inside the collagen scaffold and help to fully understand the impact of 
fibril alignment in the mineralization mechanism; Mechanical tests since the goal is to create 
suitable bone grafts; And seeding cells into the scaffolds to assess cell attachment and 
proliferation. Moreover, SEW technology must be thoroughly investigated to increase the 
scaffolds' resolution and, as a result, better mimic the native bone microstructure. This technique's 
main challenge is to find a material with proper rheological and electrical properties to print 
electrically driven filaments. This way, oleogels seem to be a valid group of materials to be used 
as suspension baths for suspended electrowriting, as they are mainly composed of oils and have 
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A. Collagen ink Creation 
First, collagen was transferred to 50 mL falcon tubes, freeze-dried for 24 h, and then 
blended for 30 s in an IKA’s blender (A11 basic Analytical mill, Ref: 0002900000). After 
blending, 400 mg of collagen were weighed and dissolved in 40 mL of 0.3% (v/v) acetic acid, 
with constant low stirring speed (150 rpm) and temperature (T = 4 ºC), for at least 24h. This way, 
a solution of 10 mg/mL concentration was created. After the dissolving process, the solution was 
blended for 120 s and transferred to 50 mL falcon tubes. To remove all bubbles, the solution was 
centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 rpm, and T=4 ºC. Finally, the collagen-ink can be stored at 4 ºC. 
All these procedures were performed in an ice bath since collagen is temperature-sensitive. 
 
 

















B. 3D Printing Setup 
 
The gelatin slurry and the collagen-ink were transferred to the 3.5 cm diameter Petri dishes 
and the syringe, respectively, using a gel pipette, reducing bubbles both in the bath and the ink. 
Next, a needle of 0.5 mm outer diameter (25 G) was used to perform all the experiments. After 
printing, the Petri dishes were covered with a lid and put on a heating plate set to 35 ºC for at least 
2 hours to promote collagen temperature-dependent cross-linking and gelatin slurry melting. After 









C. Collapsation Tests 
 
 

















D. Picrosirius Red Staining Protocol 
 
The picrosirius red stain was created by mixing 0.1 g Sirius red F3B (Klinipath No.80115) 
with 100 mL saturated aqueous picric acid (Riedel-deHaën No.36011).  
After the stain was prepared, we were able to start the staining protocol. First, we 
deparaffined the cut sections with nine solutions (Xylene 100%, 90%, 70%, 70%, Ethanol 100%, 
90%, 70%, 70%, and demi-water), by rinsing the samples for 2 min with each solution. After the 
deparaffinization process, samples were stained with picrosirius red for 1 h. Next, to fix the stain 
on the samples, they were rinsed in 0.01M HCl for 2 min. The stained samples must then be 
dehydrated using eight solutions (Ethanol 100%, 90%, 70%, 70%, and Xylene 100%, 90%, 70%, 


























E. Statistical Analysis 
 
Table 6-Statistical analysis for printing optimization, swelling ratio, and suspended electrowriting. 
Technique Compositions p-value Summary Significant 
Printing 
Optimization 
5 mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
6mm/s_FR0.57 
0.0105 * Yes 
5mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
5mm/s_FR0.64 
<0.0001 **** Yes 
5mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
6mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0081 ** Yes 
5mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
7mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0369 * Yes 
5mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
8mm/s_FR0.64 
0.2495 ns No 
5mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
9mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0728 ns No 
6mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
5mm/s_FR0.64 
<0.0001 **** Yes 
6mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
6mm/s_FR0.64 
<0.0001 **** Yes 
6mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
7mm/s_FR0.64 
<0.0001 **** Yes 
6mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
8mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0403 * Yes 
6mm/s_FR0.57 vs 
9mm/s_FR0.64 
0.3351 ns No 
5mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
6mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0082 ** Yes 
5mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
7mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0002 *** Yes 
5mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
8mm/s_FR0.64 
<0.0001 **** Yes 
5mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
9mm/s_FR0.64 
<0.0001 **** Yes 
6mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
7mm/s_FR0.64 
0.1652 ns No 
6mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
8mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0014 ** Yes 
6mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
9mm/s_FR0.64 
<0.0001 **** Yes 
7mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
8mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0021 ** Yes 
7mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
9mm/s_FR0.64 
0.0021 ** Yes 
8mm/s_FR0.64 vs 
9mm/s_FR0.64 
0.3514 ns No 
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Spreading Ratio BR vs WR <0.0001 **** Yes 
Swelling Ratio 
BR vs WR (Day 0) - Fiber 
diameter 
0.0177 * Yes 
BR vs WR (Day 1) - Fiber 
diameter 
0.0021 ** Yes 
BR vs WR (Day 4) - Fiber 
diameter 
0.0032 ** Yes 
BR vs WR (Day 7) - Fiber 
diameter 
0.004 ** Yes 
BR vs WR - Ratio 0.4378 ns No 
Suspended 
Electrowriting 
Air vs Castor Oil <0.0001 **** Yes 
Air vs Castor Oil with E>0 <0.0001 **** Yes 
Air vs Air with E>0 <0.0001 **** Yes 
Air with E>0 vs Castor Oil 
with E>0 
0.0004 *** Yes 
Air E>0-Castor Oil <0.0001 **** Yes 
Castor Oil vs Castor Oil with 
E>0 
<0.0001 **** Yes 
 
